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ABSTRACT

We study the fully coupled dynamics between a fully developed turbulent flow and an ensemble of immersed flexible fibers. We vary the
concentration of the suspension, the mechanical properties, and the length of the fibers in a vast parametric range. For all configurations, the
fiber dynamics falls in only two possible dynamical states: (i) the fiber manifests its natural response to the flow forcing or (ii) its motion
fully synchronizes to the hydrodynamic timescales of the turbulent flow. This scenario holds for both a dilute condition, where the carrier
flow is not affected by the fluid–structure interaction, as well as in the case where the flow is substantially altered by the presence of
immersed objects. Such a backreaction effect can be macroscopically modeled in terms of the mass fraction of the suspension. Our results
can be readily extended to any elastic objects interacting with fluid turbulence.

VC 2021 Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license (http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0058835

The interaction between elastic objects and fluid flows plays an
essential role in a variety of both fundamental and applied problems,
ranging from biological (e.g., mucus-cilia or red blood cells hydrody-
namics)1–3 and environmental processes (e.g., flow in flexible canopies
and plant reconfiguration)4–7 to engineering applications (e.g., energy
harvesting and flow control).8–14 Despite the great advancement of
research in these fields, the available knowledge on such nontrivial
phenomena mostly concerns the situation where the flow is lami-
nar,15–18 whereas the interaction between elastic objects and turbu-
lence has started to be understood only more recently.19–23 In this
framework, the following naturally arising questions are still open:
Does a universal scenario hold in the interaction between an ensemble
of elastic objects and a turbulent flow? What are the parameters con-
trolling such a flow–structure interaction?

Focusing on very dilute suspensions of flexible fibers in a homo-
geneous turbulent flow, Refs. 20 and 21 provided novel insight by
means of a simple phenomenological model based on the characteris-
tic timescales (i.e., structural, viscous, and hydrodynamic) that can be
identified in the problem. Using an analogy with a damped harmonic
oscillator, it is, therefore, possible to distinguish two dynamical
regimes (i.e., underdamped vs overdamped) and further predict

different fiber flapping states.21 However, the main limitation of such
an original approach is the implicit one-way coupling assumption, i.e.,
the suspension is considered to be dilute enough so that the backreac-
tion of the dispersed phase to the carrier flow can be safely neglected.
On the other hand, the backreaction effect has been recently investi-
gated for fixed objects by Refs. 24 and 25, revealing a robust nonlocal
energy transfer (from larger to smaller flow scales). This effect turns
out to be significant under the nondilute condition, causing the strong
modulation of the fluid flow across all scales of motion.

This Letter investigates the fully coupled dynamics between a
homogeneous turbulent flow and a suspension of flexible fibers under
the nondilute condition, such that the flow is significantly altered by
the presence of the dispersed phase. As anticipated in Fig. 1, we find
that only two flapping states are possibly depending on the ratio
between the natural frequency fnat and the hydrodynamic frequency at
the fiber lengthscale ftur: fibers either are intermittently manifesting an
essentially free response at their natural frequency, i.e., fflap � fnat
(where fflap is the dominant flapping frequency) or are locked to the
turbulent structures of the modified fluid flow, i.e., fflap � ftur. Since it
is governed only by the balance between effective timescales, this uni-
versal scenario is expected to hold for any problem involving the
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mutual interaction between fluid turbulence and elastic objects. To
achieve the accurate data rescaling shown in Fig. 1, two aspects are key
(and will be further discussed in the following of this Letter): (i) the
hydrodynamic frequency identified here is that of turbulent eddies of
the same size of the fiber; (ii) such a characteristic timescale has to
properly account for the modulation of the flow caused by the backre-
action effect.

Our results are obtained by means of direct numerical simula-
tions (DNS) in a cubic domain of size L of homogeneous isotropic tur-
bulence combined with an immersed boundary method (IBM) to
solve the fully coupled flow–structure interaction (supplementary
material). In particular, we consider an incompressible Newtonian
flow governed by the well-known Navier–Stokes equations,

@tuþ u � @u ¼ �@p=qf þ �@2uþ f tur þ f fib;

@ � u ¼ 0;
(1)

where uðx; tÞ and pðx; tÞ are the fluid velocity and pressure fields, qf
and � are the fluid volumetric density and kinematic viscosity, f tur and
f fib are the forcings used to sustain turbulence and model the presence
of the suspended fibers, respectively.20,21,24–26 Each dispersed fiber is
modeled as an inextensible elastic filament,

D~q €X ¼ @s T@sðXÞð Þ � c@4s X � F;

@sX � @sX ¼ 1;
(2)

where Xðs; tÞ is the position of a given material point as a function of
the curvilinear coordinate s and time t, D~q ¼ ~qs � ~qf is the linear
density difference between the fiber and the fluid, T is the tension
enforcing the inextensibility, c is the bending stiffness, and Fðs; tÞ is

the fluid–structure interaction force. From a normal-mode analysis in the
case of dispersed fibers (i.e., free–free unsupported configuration), we
obtain the natural frequency fnat ¼ a

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
c=ðD~qc4Þ

p
(where a � 22:4=p).

The universality of our findings has been proved by performing a
vast parametric study considering fibers of different length c (from
short fibers comparable to the dissipative lengthscale to long fibers
comparable to the integral lengthscale), and mechanical properties,
i.e., bending stiffness c (from essentially rigid to very deformable
fibers), linear density difference D~q (from almost neutrally buoyant to
heavy fibers), along with varying the number of fibers N (from dilute
to dense suspensions). An example of the extremely different configu-
rations that have been analyzed is shown in Fig. 2 (top panels) for
fibers of three different lengths (while keeping the same mechanical
properties): (i) short fibers comparable with the Kolmogorov length-
scale (left panel, green fibers), (ii) intermediate fibers lying within the
inertial subrange (center, red), (iii) long fibers comparable to the inte-
gral lengthscale (right, blue). Fibers deform very differently, with the
shortest remaining almost straight and the longest exhibiting several
inflections. A quantitative evaluation of the fiber deformation is shown
in the bottom panel of Fig. 2, reporting the number of inflection points
M experienced on average by the fibers: the range of activated modes
clearly gets broader while increasing the fiber length, with short fibers
found almost exclusively in the straight configuration (M¼ 0), inter-
mediate ones with a more wider distribution, and a further more com-
plex configuration for the longest fibers. Finally, from the top panels of
Fig. 2, we observe the different tendency to form clusters while varying
the fiber length and/or concentration.

Not only the fiber deformation varies substantially but also the
resulting fluid flow differs appreciably when changing the suspension
properties. This is shown quantitatively in Fig. 3 relating the fiber
deformation, expressed in terms of the maximum fiber curvature
jmax, and a bulk property of the flow, the microscale Reynolds number
Rek. The two quantities can be used together to describe the key
aspects of the structural and fluid dynamics, respectively. Looking at
the variation of the fluid flow due to the backreaction (along the hori-
zontal axis), a clear distinction can be made between the inertial and
the neutrally buoyant fibers. For the inertial fibers, we found that Rek
changes dramatically while varying the fiber concentration, reducing
by 60% with respect to the single-phase case. For the neutrally buoyant
fibers, instead, the macroscopic effect on the flow is always very lim-
ited. This evidence clearly suggests that the parameter governing the
turbulence modulation is the mass fraction m ¼ ms=ðms þmf Þ
(where ms and mf are the solid and fluid mass, respectively). This is
reported in the inset of Fig. 3, showing that the variation of Rek for all
cases (neutrally buoyant vs inertial, short vs long, rigid vs flexible,
dilute vs dense) properly collapses. On the other hand, it can be
noticed that the influence of the bending stiffness on the flow is mini-
mal, except for very high concentrations where its effect is slightly
amplified.

An improved comprehension on the backreaction effect can be
obtained from the flow energy spectra reported in Fig. 4. We consider
the three fiber lengths as shown in Fig. 2 for both the neutrally buoyant
(top) and inertial (bottom) cases. When fibers are added, the induced
backreaction can be interpreted as a combination of a large-scale (i.e.,
low-wavenumber) energy subtraction and a small-scale (i.e., high-
wavenumber) energy injection. We notice that this mechanism essen-
tially resembles the “spectral short-cut” observed in intra-canopy

FIG. 1. Fiber flapping frequency as a function of the natural frequency, both normalized
by the effective eddy turnover frequency ftur ¼ b

ffiffiffiffiffi
S2
p

=c (see the definition in main
text). The two possible flapping states, i.e., fflap ¼ ftur or fflap ¼ fnat, are indicated by the
dotted and dashed line, respectively, and compared with the results from our DNS study.
Filled: D~q=ðqfL

2Þ � 0:025 (i.e., inertial); empty: D~q=ðqfL
2Þ � 1 (i.e., neutrally buoy-

ant). Symbols and colors, respectively, denote different concentration (circle: N ¼ 101;
square: N ¼ 102; triangle: N ¼ 103) and length (green: c=L � 0:016; red:
c=L � 0:08; blue: c=L � 0:32), while the bending stiffness varies according to the
brightness (light: c=c0 � 10�4; medium: c=c0 � 1; dark: c=c0 � 104, with
c0 ¼ qfð�LÞ2). The inset shows the different data scaled by the (single-phase) large-
eddy turnover frequency ftur ¼ urms=L.
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flows.24,27 Overall, the decrease in total kinetic energy can be effectively
described via a Darcy friction model.25 A clearer picture can be
obtained by the inset of Fig. 4, showing (for the intermediate fiber
length) the energy fluxes associated with the nonlinear term and flu-
id–structure coupling, along with viscous dissipation (see the supple-
mentary material). For the inertial case (bottom), the fluid–structure

coupling is comparable to the nonlinear term. Conversely, in the neu-
trally buoyant case (top), the former is negligible and the classical sce-
nario for the single-phase case is recovered. For both the cases, all the
energy is entirely dissipated by the viscous term. Note that this is dif-
ferent from what happens in viscoelastic turbulence where the poly-
meric stresses both transfer and dissipate energy.28,29 The
fluid–structure coupling, therefore, purely transfers energy from larger
to smaller scales, in a strict analogy with the nonlinear term; therefore,
the total energy flux is given by the sum of the two contributions.
Moreover, the lengthscales at which the viscous dissipation becomes
effective are found to decrease in the inertial-fiber case; this is reflected
in an extension of the power-law scaling region in the energy spectra
(Fig. 4) for increasing mass fractions. Further increasing m (e.g., by
considering the case with the longest inertial fibers), the fluid–structure
coupling becomes the dominant contribution of the flux with the non-
linear term having a negligible role (not shown). Despite the extended
range of scaling in Fig. 4, the underlying balance does not imply a
Kolmogorov scenario. Indeed, from the inset of Fig. 4, it is clear that
the fluid–structure interaction triggers a detectable small-scale activity
and, as such, a different mechanism with respect to the classical
Richardson cascade is acting to create energy-containing scales. Finally,
the scale-by-scale analysis confirms that no significant differences are
observed when varying the bending stiffness.

Notwithstanding the huge variability of the analyzed configura-
tions (for both the fluid and dispersed phases), fibers can attain only
two dynamical states. Revisiting Fig. 1, we consider the flapping fre-
quency fflap as a function of the natural frequency fnat. Following the
idea of Refs. 20 and 21 in order to outline different dynamical regimes,
we normalize both quantities with the hydrodynamic frequency ftur
associated with the turbulent eddies of the size comparable to the fiber.
Indeed, when using a more standard approach based on the large-
eddy turnover time, a systematic deviation between fibers of different

FIG. 2. (Top) Sideview snapshots from DNS of N ¼ 103 inertial fibers with c=c0 � 1 dispersed in homogeneous isotropic turbulence for three different fiber lengths
c=L � ð0:016; 0:08; 0:32Þ, showing the normal component of the vorticity field in a cutplane (negative values colored in white, positive values in black) along with the instanta-
neous fiber positions. (Bottom) Normalized count of inflection points for the same cases (with M¼ 0 indicating a straight fiber and limited to M¼ 20).

FIG. 3. Fiber maximum curvature (made nondimensional with the fiber length c) vs
flow microscale Reynolds number. The legend is the same of Fig. 1. Filled: inertial
fibers; empty: neutrally buoyant fibers. Symbols denote different concentration (cir-
cle: low; square: medium; triangle: high). Colors denote different fiber lengths
(green: short; red: intermediate; blue: long). The bending stiffness is varied accord-
ing to the brightness (increasing from light to dark). The inset shows the depen-
dency of the turbulence modulation on the mass fraction, with the horizontal
dashed line indicating the microscale Reynolds number in the single-phase case.
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length is found, as shown in the inset of Fig. 1. The straight extension
of the model proposed for the dilute case, where the eddy turnover fre-
quency (at the fiber lengthscale) is estimated using the classical
Kolmogorov scaling, however, would fail due to the loss of such phe-
nomenology when the backreaction effect is not negligible (Fig. 4).
Instead, we obtain the effective hydrodynamic frequency of the modu-
lated turbulent flow as ftur ¼ b

ffiffiffiffiffi
S2
p

=c, where S2 ¼ hðdukÞ2i is the
second-order structure function of the longitudinal velocity difference
duk between the fiber ends and b ¼ oð1Þ is a constant. Note that simi-
lar results are found if the flow is sampled by means of Lagrangian
fiber tracking instead of using the Eulerian structure function.26,30

Using either alternative approach for measuring the hydrodynamic
frequency, the same outcome obtained for the dilute condition clearly
emerges in Fig. 1. Considering the inertial fibers (filled symbols), two
flapping states are possible: for fnat=ftur � 1, the structural response is

slower than the flow forcing and consequently the fiber motion is gov-
erned by the turbulent fluctuations, i.e., lying on the horizontal plateau
fflap=ftur � 1 (dotted line), whereas when fnat=ftur � 1 the restoring
elastic force is faster than turbulence and controls the dynamics, lead-
ing to fflap=ftur � fnat=ftur (dashed line). Indeed, inertial fibers are
found to lie in the so-called underdamped regime, while neutrally
buoyant fibers (empty symbols) fall into the overdamped one.21 In the
latter, the free-response behavior is not possible and, therefore, the
fiber motion is always slaved to turbulence, i.e., fflap=ftur � 1.

In this Letter, we have investigated the mutual interaction
between a turbulent flow and an elastic dispersed phase by means of
fully coupled direct numerical simulations. We found that only two
possible flapping states exist, one in which flexible fibers oscillate at
the natural frequency and another where they synchronize to the tur-
bulence timescales of the fiber-laden modulated flow. This universal
scenario is found independently from the concentration of the suspen-
sion and the geometrical and mechanical properties of the elastic
objects. The resulting flapping state is uniquely determined by the ratio
between the characteristic timescales of the elastic fiber and turbulent
eddies of comparable size. On the other hand, the flow modification
due to the presence of the immersed objects has a complex depen-
dency on the various suspension parameters. However, the large-scale,
macroscopic behavior can be effectively described as a function of a
single parameter, the mass fraction. Furthermore, a scale-by-scale
analysis shows that fibers provide a nonlocal energy transfer, subtract-
ing energy from the large scales and reintroducing it at smaller ones,
acting in a similar way to the energy flux caused by the nonlinear
terms.

A final word of caution, in the case of very dense suspensions
(i.e., at much higher concentrations with respect to those consid-
ered in the present study), is that the problem could be enriched
by short-range interactions among fibers (e.g., friction and van
der Waals forces), which are not accounted in the present work.
Nevertheless, our findings are expected to hold as long as the lat-
ter is negligible compared with the hydrodynamic interaction,
which is typically the case in the framework of turbulent flows. In
conclusion, an improved comprehension on the mutual interac-
tion between fluid turbulence and elastic structures is obtained,
not limited to the analysis of flexible fiber suspensions. Indeed,
the combined knowledge on the flapping states of the elastic
objects and the flow alteration due to their presence provides a
complete view on the flow–structure interaction problem, which
can be used to effectively predict the behavior of such a complex
but general physical system.

See the supplementary material for more information on the
physical model, numerical method, and performed analysis.
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FIG. 4. Energy spectra of the modulated turbulent flow for N ¼ 103 fibers with
c=c0 � 1. Top: neutrally buoyant fibers. Bottom: inertial fibers. Colors denote differ-
ent fiber length (green: short; red: intermediate; blue: long). The black solid line
refers to the single-phase case, i.e., N¼ 0. For the intermediate fiber length, the
insets show the spectral energy fluxes associated with the nonlinear terms (solid
line) and fluid–solid coupling (dot-dashed line), along with the viscous dissipation
(dotted line); quantities are normalized with the energy dissipation rate.
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